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In this tutorial:

• Recap on real networks vs random graphs


• Experiment with Watts-Strogatz model


• Understand the role that weak ties play in 
networks
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Real vs Random Networks



Erdos-Renyi G(n,p) Model
1. Start with an empty graph of n 

nodes

2. “Coin” with head probability p

3. For each pair of nodes, 
do a coin toss. If heads, 
draw an edge between 
them. If not, move on. 



Erdos-Renyi G(n,p) model

Increasing p

p <
1
n p =

1
n

+ ϵ p >
log(n)

n



Random Graphs vs Real Networks

Apparent community structure No community structure. “Blob”

Some high degree ‘hubs’ Nodes of similar degree



Random Graphs vs Real Networks: Degree

Random: node 
degrees all clustered 

round the average 
value

Real: “heavy tailed” 
— small number of 
high degree nodes, 
large number of low 

degree nodes



Random Graphs vs Real Networks: Clustering

Random: very low 
average clustering 

coefficent

Real: much higher 
average clustering 

coefficient, with some 
nodes  having very high 

values



Why is the clustering so high?

A C

B

In real life, we meet 
many friends through 
mutuals 

Online, this is “baked in” by 
friend/follow 
recommendation algorithms



Random Graphs vs Real Networks: Paths

Fairly spot on with 
almost the same 

average path length for 
each!



• If everyone in the world had 100 friends:


• My number of friends would be 100


• … friends of friends could be 100 x 100 = 10,000


• … friends of friends of friends could be 100 x 100 x 100 
= 1,000,000


• With only 3 hops, already can reach 1 million people

Are short path lengths unusual?



Short path lengths can be a good thing

Quick, efficient 
distribution of 

content

Discovering/spreading 
important information

Quick* travel across 
airport network



Short path lengths can be a bad thing

Epidemics can 
potentially spread 

very far very quickly

Fake news or 
misinformation can 

quickly be propagated



Other real-world networks

Random: very good 
at path lengths But bad at clustering!



Summary: Random Graphs vs Real Networks

Real Social Networks Random Graphs ?

Degree Distribution
Heavy Tailed (most nodes 
have low degree, few with 

high degree)

Light tailed (all nodes have 
close to the average 

degree)
?

Clustering Coefficient High Low ?

Path Lengths Low Low ?

Communities? Yes No ?



Questions so far?



Watts and Strogatz: “Can we keep 
the short path lengths but have 

higher clustering?”



The model

Start with a ring graph 
where each node is 
connected to the k nodes 
closest to it. This has a high 
clustering coefficient.

For each node and attached 
edge, with probability p, 
reconnect it to a randomly 
chosen node, otherwise leave 
alone.

When p is very high, this 
looks like a random 
graph again



Finding the happy medium
Random Graph

Ring Graph

“Goldilocks zone”

Zone where we have 
both high clustering 

and low average 
path length



Graph models so far
Real Social Networks Random Graphs Watts-Strogatz

Degree Distribution
Heavy Tailed (most nodes 
have low degree, few with 

high degree)

Light tailed (all nodes have 
close to the average 

degree)

Light tailed (all nodes have 
close to the average 

degree)

Clustering Coefficient High Low High

Path Lengths Low Low Low

Communities? Yes No No



Tie Strength and Weak Ties



Tie strength
“combination of the amount of time, the 

emotional intensity, the intimacy 
(mutual confiding) and reciprocal 

services which characterize the tie”
Granovetter, 1973



Weak ties: Bridges

A B

One example of a 
weak tie is a bridge. A 
bridge is an edge 
which, if removed, 
would disconnect the 
network.Bridge

Fairly rare in big networks, as 
could be catastrophic



Weak ties: Local Bridge

A B

C

D

An edge is a local 
bridge if removing it 
would make the 
distance between its 
endpoints more than 
2.

Local bridge, as 
d(A,B) = 4 without. Not a local bridge, as 

d(B,C) = 2 without.



A network measure of tie 
strength: Neighbourhood Overlap

Number of nodes who are neighbours of both A and B

Number of nodes who are neighbours of at least A or B

=
|N(A) ∩ N(B) |
|N(A) ∪ N(B) |

(If you enjoy set notation!)

A BGiven an Edge, the 
overlap is:



Examples
Local Bridge

Strong tie



Significance of weak ties

May be the only (short) path 
between two communities

Strong ties redundant for 
information spread

Important target for epidemic 
prevention

Harder to stop spread of 
information/epidemic among 
densely connected graphs

Weak tie Strong tie



Thanks for listening! What are 
your questions?



Recap: Node Clustering Coefficient

B E

D

C

A

N(A) = {B, D, E}
k(A) = 3

1. “Zoom in” on A’s neighbourhood and 
forget anything else.

2. Calculate the bottom of the fraction as 
0.5* k(A)*(k(A) - 1)

0.5*k(A)*(k(A) -1) = 0.5*3*2=3

3. Count the pairs of neighbours of A that 
are connected

Pairs of connected neighbours: (B,E) , (B,D)



B E

D

C

A

Recap: Node Clustering Coefficient
N(B) = {A,E,D,C}
k(B) = 4
0.5*k(B)*(k(B)-1) = 0.5*4*3 = 6
Pairs of connected neighbours of B:

(A,E), (A,D), (C,E)


